INTRODUCING A NEW ELEMENT FROM COLLEGE PARK.
K3 CARBON FIBER THE COLLEGE PARK WAY.

LIGHTWEIGHT TITANIUM HOUSING
Utilizing the apex of modern materials, the Horizon has titanium elements that can withstand a high weight limit.

CARBON FIBER DESIGNED TO MOVE
Inherently, carbon fiber does not have a lot of flex, however the engineers at College Park utilized special analysis software to maximize dynamic response.

ULTRA-LOW PROFILE
Clocking in at 2.3in (5.8cm), the Horizon is one of the lowest profile K3 carbon feet on the planet.

SMOOTH GAIT ENVIROSHELL™
Working in tandem, the L5981 Horizon and College Park’s proprietary Envirosheel provide a smooth gait and impeccable rollover.

CHECK OUT THE HORIZON IN ACTION ON COLLEGE PARK’S YOUTUBE PAGE.
YOUTUBE.COM/COLLEGEPARKIND